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I believe that the Charity at Work is a leading reason for 

the feelings of serenity, patriotism, and compassion. These 

feelings are a major connection between the members of our 

community, which is well-known for its sympathy, support, and 

communication.

Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques

 King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud



We are ambitious to build our country into a prosperous 

nation that meets the expectations of all our citizens. We 

have a responsibility to lead our nation into the future and 

make it a global leader.

Crown Prince and Prime Minister

HRH Prince Mohammad bin Salman bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud





“The most beloved person to God (Allah) “The most beloved person to God (Allah) 

is the one who brings the most benefit to is the one who brings the most benefit to 

people. The most beloved deeds to God people. The most beloved deeds to God 

are to make a believer happy, relieve them are to make a believer happy, relieve them 

of hardship, pay off their debt, or ward off of hardship, pay off their debt, or ward off 

hunger from them”hunger from them”

The Prophet Muhammed The Prophet Muhammed 
(Peace be Upon Him) said:(Peace be Upon Him) said:
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The Ahyaha Foundation is a humanitarian organization that is committed to sustainable 

humanitarian action. We believe that humanitarian work can only be accomplished 

through a journey of innovation and creativity, which can move society towards a better 

future. Our mission is to enhance the quality of life for all individuals and promote it 

through innovative and high-quality programs. Our belief is that by working together, we 

can achieve our goals of serving the people and advancing society. We are proud of our 

work and we are committed to continuing to innovate and find new ways to improve the 

lives of the people we serve. By working together, we can create a better future for all.
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 HRH Prince Abdulaziz bin Talal bin Abdulaziz

Al-Saud

Mr. Hadi Hassan Alfaqih

 HH Princess Sora bint Saud bin Sa’ad Al-Saud

Sheikh Thamer bin Turki bin Khaled Alsudairy

Chairman of the Board of Trustees

 Member of the Board of Trustees and Financial Supervisor

 Vice Chairwoman of the Board of Trustees

Member of the Board of Trustees 



Founders’ MessageFounders’ Message

Together for a Happier Society: Reflecting on Seven Years of Impact

Abdulaziz bin Talal

Chairman of the Board of Trustees
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As the world recovers from the COVID19- pandemic, new economic and international security 

challenges have emerged. Saudi Arabia has not been immune to these challenges, but with the 

support of our leaders and the implementation of new regulations and decisions, we have been 

able to successfully navigate these challenges and witness unexpected flourishing and support for 

our society.

At the Ahyaha Foundation, we are proud of the partnerships we have built over the past seven 

years with various sectors. We are especially proud to see our partners in the non-profit sector 

adopt our methods in their activities and projects, working systematically to support each other 

and serve less privileged groups. We are also proud of the culture we have established at the 

foundation, which has enabled us to succeed together in making society happier.

This year`s annual report documents the impact of Ahyaha›s work in terms of human 

development on society. It also highlights our responsibility to our country and its people, and 

inspires us to continue working towards making society happier. I am thrilled to congratulate the 

Ahyaha family and our development counterparts in the civil society and non-profit system for 

achieving a %99 score from the National Centre for Non-Profits, based on our commitment to 

governance methods focused on supporting the foundation›s values and responsibilities.

I would like to extend my sincere thanks to all our partners in the development system, including 

the leaders in the three sectors of government, private, and non-profit. I would also like to express 

my gratitude to the volunteers who have worked tirelessly in the field for the sake of humanity.

As we look towards the future, we pray for wisdom and success, inspired by the founding fathers 

and forefathers of this country, and committed to the development and advancement of society.

Thank you all for your continued support and dedication to making the world a happier place.



Founders’ MessageFounders’ Message

The Industry of Surprise and Smiles 2023

Sora bint Saud

Vice-Chairwoman of the Board of Trustees
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Over the past year, Ahyaha Foundation for Human Development has brought smiles to 

people›s faces throughout the nation, bringing joy to many homes that were previously filled 

with sadness. This is the supreme and most important goal for which our institution exists, 

and we are proud to have become a national entity that is recognized for its great impact on 

society.

In 2022, we achieved many milestones, including the inauguration of the Bsmaa Unified 

Fashion Factory in partnership with Saudi Aramco and the Creative Anamel Association 

for Crafts and Professions in the Jazan area. This partnership is a testament to the strategic 

orientation of our foundation, which focuses on enabling collaboration and cooperation with 

our partners in the humanitarian and non-profit sectors.

Since the second year of our inception, we have promised success, and that promise has 

become a reality today. We have established partnerships with various organizations in the 

humanitarian and non-profit sectors, and we have been proud to share our experiences 

in meetings and gatherings. Our commitment to innovation and renewal, as well as the 

dedication of our executive task force, is what sets us apart and makes us proud.

As we enter 2023, “Ahyaha” is growing and maturing, extending its reach in society and 

striving to raise the quality of life and spread happiness to all members of society. We renew 

our commitment to our annual creative executive team, and we declare that 2023 will be the 

year of creating smiles and amazement for the less fortunate.

Finally, we are proud to announce that Ahyaha has earned a score of %99.33 from the 

National Center for the Development of Non-Profit Sectors, based on compliance standards 

and governance evaluations. This is a new incentive for us to continue striving for creativity 

and excellence, and we are grateful for the hard and sincere work of our team.

Thank you all for your continued support of “Ahyaha”. We look forward to another year of 

impactful work and spreading joy throughout society..



Executive DirectorExecutive Director

 Mashael bint Faisal Alrashid

Executive Director

Achieving Sustainable Development Through Sincere Work
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As we enter a new year, we reflect on the past year and how it has prepared us to work in 

this sector. We have developed self-discipline and a spirit of service to society, and we have 

sharpened our sense of responsibility towards our nation. We are grateful to be part of the 

Abdulaziz bin Talal and Sora bint Saud Foundation for Human Development «Ahyaha,»which 

works energetically to advance civil society. We collaborate with the largest charitable 

organizations to contribute jointly to the sustainability and innovation of community 

development projects. We are charting the changes that the sector is undergoing under Vision 

2030, which emphasizes the importance of sustainable development with its three pillars: a 

society pulsing with life, a prosperous economy, and an ambitious nation working together 

towards happiness.

We are proud of our achievements each year, and we recognize that the responsibility for 

sustainable development falls on all of us. We must explore its potential in the future by 

committing to innovation as an essential tool for human and economic growth. At the 

Abdulaziz bin Talal and Sora bint Saud Foundation for Human Development, we are 

enthusiastic about reviving our city as a hub for creativity, innovation, and knowledge to serve 

people. Our many achievements in creating initiatives and projects that address real needs in 

society attest to our dedication. 

Under the visionary leadership of HRH Prince Abdulaziz bin Talal, Chairman of the Board 

of Trustees, and HH Princess Sora bint Saud, Vice-Chairwoman of the Board of Trustees, and 

with the support of our initiative, cooperation, and giving team, we received a score of %99.33 

in the application of the standards of corporate governance for the year 2021 from the National 

Center for the Development of the Non-Profit Sector. This achievement makes us more 

assiduous to excel and continue to give more and more.

We are grateful for the impact of our sincere work and the witness of our achievements. We 

look forward to another year of impactful work and spreading happiness throughout society.
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Trustee Board Member and Financial SupervisorTrustee Board Member and Financial Supervisor

The Secret of Ahyaha

Hadi Hassan Alfaqih

 Trustee Board Member and Financial Supervisor

Ten years ago, HRH Prince Abdulaziz bin Talal and his wife, HH Princess Sora bint Saud, 

began their humanitarian activities in the United States. Princess Sora was studying at American 

University, while her husband was working in and with multiple institutions while enhancing 

the role of the Arab Civil Society within the US, such as the National Council on US and Arab 

Relations. Both inherited their passion for humanitarian work from their original Islamic and 

Arab culture and their noble family.

They worked with food banks, schools for disadvantaged children, sponsored and visited 

Saudi and foreign cancer patients, and supported Saudi scholarship students, their projects, 

and graduation ceremonies. Their noble and humanitarian work left a lasting impact on many 

graduates who returned home with valuable knowledge and beautiful memories.

The secret of Ahyaha may lie in transforming Abdulaziz and Sora›s passion into a dedication 

to doing good and making people happy. They turned their efforts into the work of an 

organizational system through a national institution, where they could pass on their experiences 

from living abroad. Most importantly, their intention is to perform humanitarian acts for 

Allah›s sake and to serve people through innovation and professional work, in accordance 

with the principles and performance indicators that are evaluated by the National Center for 

the Development of the Non-Profit Sector. Ahyaha proudly received a score of %99.33 for its 

commitment, compliance, and full evaluation of governance in words and actions.

Ahyaha was established six years ago, one year after Prince Abdulaziz and Princess Sora returned 

to their homeland. They began to spread a human development model throughout the country, 

from the borders of Tabarjel to the beaches of Jazan. They restored homes, wiped away tears, and 

most importantly, created a development model that is attested by the contents of this annual 

report.
 



For the Abdulaziz bin Talal For the Abdulaziz bin Talal 

Foundation and Sora bint Foundation and Sora bint 

Saud Foundation for Human Saud Foundation for Human 

DevelopmentDevelopment
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    Legal Partner ofLegal Partner of

20222022



  Our MissionOur Mission

  Our VisionOur Vision

  Our ValuesOur Values
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To lead the charity giving sustainable activities in 

terms of improving the life quality. 

A foundation that invests in the continuous improvement 

of life quality in addition to, the empowerment of the civil 

society through out supporting the creative initiatives of 

sustainable influence. 

CooperationCreativity

TransparencyActive CommunicationGovernance

Continues DevelopmentEmpowerment



Grant CategoriesGrant Categories

Strategic grantsStrategic grants

(Diverse) grants(Diverse) grants
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At Ahyaha Foundation, we focus on strategic grants that aim to make a 

developmental impact on women, children, and families. We follow up and 

measure the impact of our grants to ensure their effectiveness.



Focused GrantsFocused Grants

Diverse GrantsDiverse Grants

WomenWomenChildrenChildrenFamiliesFamilies
Empowering and educating 

families.

18

The Ahyaha Foundation seeks to create, monitor, and measure the

developmental impact of strategic grants in the three categories of focused 

grants.

These grants receive the greatest share of grants, effort, and attention.

The categories of focused grants include:

In addition to focused grants, we also offer diverse grants that aim to contribute to various issues 

that represent a societal need and priority linked to Vision 2023 These grants are not included in 

the categories of focused grants and are not required to be among the beneficiaries directly or 

indirectly.

We are committed to making a meaningful contribution to society and improving the lives of 

those in need. Our efforts are guided by our vision and values, and we look forward to continuing 

to make a positive impact in the years to come.

Contributing to thedevelopment 

of a child`s mental and valuable 

skills.

Strengthening the role of mothers 

in family development and 

empowering women leaders.



Number of beneficiaries

723430

282053

Number of partnerships

 Geographic diversity Number of projects Number of volunteers
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 Al-Riyadh

 Eastern Province

Makkah

 Jazan

 Qassim

 Madinah

  Arar

 Al Jawf

 Tabuk

 Al-Taif

Jeddah

Rumah

 Al-Muzahimiyah

 Dammam

 Al-Khafji

 Hajar Town

 Al-Baha

 Al-Zulfi

Hail

 Yanbu

 Bisha

Bahra

 Khamis Mushait

 Rabigh

 Hafr Al-Batin

 Al Dar Al Baida

Al-Ahsa
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  Focused grantsFocused grants

60%60%



Ahyaha Woman’s Entrepreneurship Initiative  

Mental Health First Aid Initiative  

 Bsmaa Uniform Factory  

Ahyaha Cares Initiative  

Al-Rayhan Initiative  

 Ahyaha Eid gifts  

Saudi Artisanal Hands  

Home Nursery Care  

Our Day Is Different Initiative  

Rescue Initiative  

First Day Program  

World Children’s Day  

Your Bread Is On Us Initiative  

22



The IdeaThe Idea

  Ahyaha Women’sAhyaha Women’s

  EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship

InitiativeInitiative

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

10305
Number of incubators offered

23

The Ahyaha Women›s Social Entrepreneurship Initiative was created to empower women as social 

entrepreneurs in various fields. It provides women with the skills and resources they need to succeed, 

including training, mentorship, and access to funding. It also focuses on promoting physical and 

mental well-being, teamwork, and leadership skills through sports events.

Women have learned new skills, gained confidence, and built relationships with other women through 

the initiative. They have also had the opportunity to participate in sports events, which has helped 

them to improve their physical and mental health.

The initiative is committed to continuing its work to empower women and girls. It plans to expand 

its reach to more women and girls, and offer more training and support programs. The initiative is 

confident that it can make a significant difference in the lives of women and girls, and is committed to 

working towards a more sustainable and equitable future.



Makkah

 Madinah 

 Al-Taif 

 Tabuk 

 Northern Borders 

 Qassim 

Eastern Province 

Arar 

 Najran 

 Al Jawf 

Jazan 
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The IdeaThe Idea

  Mental Health FirstMental Health First

Aid InitiativeAid Initiative

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

31608110
Number of ProgramsTraining hours

25

Mental health first aid is just as important as physical first aid. Our organization provides scientific and 

practical training in mental health first aid. This training is organized as part of the primary response to 

trauma and is prioritized to help individuals provide assistance in situations where it is required.

We believe that everyone should have access to mental health first aid training. This training can help to 

save lives and improve the quality of life for people who are experiencing mental health problems.
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 Makkah 

 Madinah 

 Jeddah 

 Riyadh 

Al Dar Al Baida 

Rumah 

Al-Muzahimiyah 

Dammam 



The IdeaThe Idea

A uniform and military apparel manufacturing factory has been established in the Jazan 

region, employing both women and men. The factory offers professional garment services 

to various sectors within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in collaboration with Saudi Aramco 

Company and the Creative Anamel Association for Crafts and Professions. It specializes in 

the production of uniforms and military clothing.

Bsmaa UniformBsmaa Uniform

  FactoryFactory  

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

5001
Number of Programs
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Jazan
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The IdeaThe Idea

In honor of World Health Day on April 7th, we launched a neighborhood initiative called Ahyaha Cares. 

The goal of this program is to raise awareness within our community about the health risks associated 

with chronic diseases, and how to prevent and manage them. We aim to educate families in the Tabarjel 

region about the symptoms, importance of early detection, and how to reduce complications of chronic 

diseases.

By promoting health awareness, we hope to improve the overall well-being of our community.

  Ahyaha CaresAhyaha Cares

InitiativeInitiative

OutputsOutputs

 Number of beneficiaries

4200808
Number of ProgramsNumber of doctors
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Tabarjal - Al Jawf

30



The IdeaThe Idea

  Al-RayhanAl-Rayhan

InitiativeInitiative

OutputsOutputs

 Number of beneficiaries

mothers

 Number of beneficiaries

Children

300325

04100
Number of Programs Number of volunteer

hours

31

Al-Rayhan is a Quranic educational program aimed at children between the ages of 3 and 5. Our goal is 

to teach young children the Holy Quran and the basics of the Islamic faith, while also providing them 

with a strong foundation in religious education. Our program uses interactive fun activities that families 

can participate in together. By offering specialized education, we hope to instill a lifelong love of learning 

and a deep understanding of the Islamic faith in their young students.
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Jeddah

 Riyadh 

 Makkah 

 Madinah 

 Al-Baha 

Eastern Province 

 Al-Zulfi 

 Al-Taif 

 Qassim 
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 Jazan 
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 Hajar Village 

Al-Khafji 

Najran 



The IdeaThe Idea

On the occasion of the blessed Eid Al-Fitr, we are bringing joy and happiness to the sleeping patients 

and visitors in King Saud Medical City by offering 500 gifts to children, women, and men. We hope 

to share the joy of the holiday and instill a spirit of compassion and solidarity among Muslims.

  Ahyaha Eid GiftsAhyaha Eid Gifts

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

5000131
Number of ProgramsNumber of volunteers

33
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Riyadh



Saudi ArtisanalSaudi Artisanal

HandsHands  

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

9006
Number of Programs
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The IdeaThe Idea

Saudi Artisanal Hands is a Saudi professional initiative that aims to empower women and families in 

the Rabigh governorate by providing specific programs that meet the needs of the market and target 

groups. Our goal is to help these groups move from welfare to production by building their capacity and 

providing them with employment opportunities. The initiative is based on development dimensions that 

prioritize suitability and sustainability, and we are committed to ensuring that our programs help achieve 

these goals. Our focus is on capacity building for our targeted groups through skills training, mentoring, 

and access to resources such as financing and business support services. By promoting traditional 

Saudi handicrafts, we hope to provide a platform for women and families to become self-sufficient and 

contribute to the local economy.
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Rabigh



The IdeaThe Idea

To contribute to building national capacities for women and to empower them in the field 

of home nurseries, and to strengthen their professional and community role by training 

and developing the skills of the Home Nursery Caretaker in accordance with best practices 

and working to prepare her for the labor market.

Home Nursery CareHome Nursery Care

- Kanaf -- Kanaf -

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

2501
Number of Programs

37
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Hafr Al-Batin



The IdeaThe Idea

Our Day Is Different is a humanitarian initiative that aims to provide material and psychological support to 

children who are living in the Social Hospitality House in Riyadh. It will involve volunteers spending time 

with the children, playing games with them, and giving them gifts. The goal is to strengthen the bonds between 

members of the community, promote social responsibility, and help to achieve the basic needs of the children 

at the Social Hospitality House.The initiative will be implemented over a period of one year. During this time, 

volunteers will visit the Social Hospitality House on a regular basis to spend time with the children.

The volunteers will also organize activities and events for the children, such as games, arts and crafts, and field 

trips. In addition, it will provide financial support to the Social Hospitality House to help them meet the basic 

needs of the children.

We believe that Our Day Is Different will make a positive difference in the lives of the children at the Social 

Hospitality House.We hope that you will consider supporting this important initiative.

.

Our Day Is DifferentOur Day Is Different

  InitiativeInitiative  

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

080104
Number of ProgramsNumber of volunteers

39
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Riyadh



The IdeaThe Idea

Rescue InitiativeRescue Initiative

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

4001100
Number of Programs Number of training

hours

41

Young people in the Jazan area are acquiring valuable skills in swimming, diving, and first aid through 

a partnership between the Rawafid Jazan Voluntary Association, the Royal Commission of Jubail and 

Yanbu, and the Abdulaziz bin Talal & Sora bint Saud Foundation for Human Development.

These skills not only provide opportunities for suitable jobs but also enable youth to volunteer in the 

rescue field.The foundation also conducted training for youth in the Farasan Islands and produced a 

video for the National Day celebration to promote the program and its impact on the community.
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Jazan



The IdeaThe Idea

The First Day Program is an initiative that aims to familiarize secondary students with 

the history of the Saudi labor market, its future, and its opportunities. The program will 

be delivered through a series of interactive educational trips, training camps, and career 

simulation exercises. The goal is to help students explore suitable and inspiring career 

choices for the future and make thoughtful decisions about their career path.

First Day ProgramFirst Day Program

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

0101
Number of Programs

43



Riyadh
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The IdeaThe Idea

The Abdulaziz bin Talal & Sora bint Saud Foundation for Human Development collaborated 

with the National Guard Hospital in Riyadh and the Bunyan Charitable Association to organize 

recreational activities for children and visitors on World Children’s Day. The foundation worked 

with various government ministries to plan and implement the activities, and we are proud to 

have been part of this effort to bring joy to children and promote their well-being.

  World Children’sWorld Children’s

DayDay

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

2000112
Number of ProgramsNumber of volunteers
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Riyadh
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The IdeaThe Idea

Your Bread is on Us is a form of social solidarity that aims to address the basic needs of low-income 

families by providing free food. The program was launched by selecting four bakeries in densely 

populated areas and offering 1,000 free loaves of bread from each bakery, benefiting a total of 4,000 

individuals. Through this initiative, Your Bread aims to engage the community in addressing the 

needs of low-income families and promoting social well-being..

Your Bread is onYour Bread is on

 Us Initiative  Us Initiative 

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

40003
Number of volunteers

47
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Riyadh



Diverse grantsDiverse grants

40%



Development trips:  Jazan - Al Ahsa - Al Bahah  

 Eid of The Beloved ones  

International Men’s Day  

50



The IdeaThe Idea

Development TripsDevelopment Trips

- - Al AhsaAl Ahsa - -

  

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

200105
Number of ProgramsNumber of days on flight

51

The goal of our development trip to Al Ahsa was to deepen our understanding of the human 

experience and promote values such as compassion, humanism, and consolation. We chose

Al Ahsa as the destination for this journey because it offers unique cultural and natural 

surroundings that allow us to connect with the Earth and each other in meaningful ways. Through 

fostering a spirit of generosity and consciously giving back, and contributing to the development 

and betterment of our homeland, we were able to achieve our goals.



Al-Ahsa

52



The IdeaThe Idea

The Development Trip to Al Bahah aimed to introduce participants to the coffee plantations and 

forests in the region. The trip consisted of four activities: visiting coffee plantations, hiking in the 

forests, learning about the local culture, and participating in a community service project. The trip 

was a success and participants learned a lot about coffee plantations, forests, and the local culture. 

They also had the opportunity to connect with the local community and contribute to a community 

service project.

Development tripsDevelopment trips

- - Al BahahAl Bahah - -

  

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

300104
Number of ProgramsNumber of days on flight
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Al-Baha
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The IdeaThe Idea

Developmental tripsDevelopmental trips

- - JazanJazan - -

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

2004
Number of days on flight

55

The developmental trip to Jazan aimed to provide participants with a detailed insight into the 

region`s heritage and cultural diversity. The trip offered an opportunity to learn about the 

monuments and antiquities of the region, as well as reflect on the wonders of nature, which 

stretch from the mountains to the valleys. As a result of the trip, 20 individuals benefited from 

the experience, and the program consisted of four different activities, providing a comprehensive 

overview of the region`s history and biblical significance.



Jazan
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The IdeaThe Idea

Eid of The BelovedEid of The Beloved

ones ones 

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

600160
Number of ProgramsNumber of gifts

57

The Eid of the Beloved Ones initiative aims to show care and compassion for the elderly in Saudi 

society by providing an event on the third day of Eid Al-Fitr. The event was launched at Dhahrat 

Laban in Riyadh and offered suitable activities for the target group. The event was organized in 

partnership with the Riyadh Region Municipality and the Birwin volunteer group, and as a result, 

60 elderly individuals benefited from the program. The initiative consisted of one program, which 

included the distribution of 60 gifts to the elderly, providing them with a memorable experience 

on a special occasion.



Riyadh
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The IdeaThe Idea

International Men’s International Men’s 

DayDay

OutputsOutputs

Number of beneficiaries

90001
Number of Programs

59

Our goal in promoting social well-being is to recognize and appreciate the positive role that men 

play in contributing to society. International Men`s Day offers an opportunity to celebrate men in 

all their ways, whether as fathers, brothers, husbands, or sons.

To mark the occasion, we partnered with four cafes in the city of Riyadh and offered free 

coffee with a greeting card to 900 beneficiaries. This initiative aimed to raise awareness of the 

importance of recognizing and appreciating men`s contributions to society and promoting 

gender equality.
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Riyadh
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Rawafed Jazan Voluntary AssociationRawafed Jazan Voluntary Association

Social Development BankSocial Development Bank

  The National Committee for the Care of Prisoners, ReleasedThe National Committee for the Care of Prisoners, Released

  Persons and Their FamiliesPersons and Their Families

- - TrahumTrahum - -

GoalsGoals

GoalsGoals

GoalsGoals

- Opening up new scientific and practical opportunities.

- Facilitating access to education by training and developing the 

national workforce and personnel.

- Empowerment programs to mothers and wives of prisoners.

- Capability and skills assessments to determine the appropriate 

course for each participant based on their abilities and skills.

- Empowerment programs for mothers and wives of prisoners.

- Capability and skills assessments to determine which workshops 

are most appropriate for each participant involved in the process 

of each activity.

porject “Rescue”

“The Ideal Mother” project.

- “Ahyaha Woman’s Entrepreneurship” project. 

- “The Ideal Mother” project.

 

OutputsOutputs

OutputsOutputs

OutputsOutputs
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Waref AlmarifaWaref Almarifa

Human resources and social developmentHuman resources and social development

GoalsGoals

GoalsGoals

- To achieve specific development goals in the educational 

sector in accordance with the objectives of Saudi Vision 

2030.                                  

- To implement educational and community initiatives 

that raise the quality of the contribution of the non-profit 

sector and promote non-profit initiatives.

 -Promoting social development and collaboration 

in the Riyadh region by implementing community

 programs.

 -Encouraging joint activities and partnerships 

between various parties.

- A program for Empowering Women Leaders.

- Support for life skills for employment among young 

people. 

- A project for the rehabilitation of workers with 

youth in the development work process.

“Our Day Is Different”

OutputsOutputs

OutputsOutputs
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  Women’s Committee for Social Development - Governance ofWomen’s Committee for Social Development - Governance of

RiyadhRiyadh

GoalsGoals

To promote social responsibility and provide social development 

services to needy families in the Riyadh region, 

governorates, and centers in Saudi Arabia.

- The “Growth and Empowerment” initiative, which comprises 

the following projects:

- Support for the mental and physical health of eligible families.

- Digital literacy programs for older persons.

- Development and empowerment programs for deserving

 families in the governorates.

       

OutputsOutputs



  The OverallThe Overall

  OutcomeOutcome



Jazan Community ContributionsJazan Community Contributions

  International Children’s DayInternational Children’s Day
  First Day ProgramFirst Day Program

  World Volunteering DayWorld Volunteering Day

Saudi Aramco awarded the Abdulaziz bin Talal and Sora bint 

Saud Foundation for Human Development - Ahyaha - for its 

generous support and cooperation in providing everything 

necessary for the Creative Anamel Association at the “Bsmaa” 

factory for military and unified uniforms. This is one of Saudi 

Aramco’s citizenship initiatives in the Jazan region.

The Abdulaziz bin Talal and Sora bint Saud Foundation for 

Human Development - Ahyaha - was honored by the Social 

Service Department at King Abdullah Specialized Children’s 

Hospital, Ministry of National Guard, in recognition of the 

foundation’s efforts in participating in “International

Children’s Day.”

The Mohammed bin Salman Foundation (Misk) presented 

an award of appreciation to the Ahyaha Foundation in 

recognition of its partnership in the First Day program, 

which inspires young people to choose their professional 

path.

Under the patronage of the Ministry of Human Resources and 

Social Development, the Ahyaha Foundation was honored in 

the presence of its executive director, Mrs. Mashael Alrashid, for 

its participation in the First Annual Volunteering Conference.

66



  World Volunteer DayWorld Volunteer Day

The Jazan Voluntary Association presented a commemorative 

shield to Ms. Nouf AlQasabi, Director of Projects at the Ahyaha 

Foundation, on the occasion of her visit to the Association’s 

booth at the Volunteering Conference, which was organized 

by the branch of the Ministry of Human Resources and Social 

Development in the Jazan region.

  Diverse Community InitiativesDiverse Community Initiatives

Dr. Faisal Abdullah AlShammari, founder and president of the 

Birwin Volunteer Group, presented a plaque of appreciation 

to the Ahyaha Foundation in recognition of the foundation’s 

support for their initiatives.

  Community Development InitiativesCommunity Development Initiatives

The Eid of the Beloved onesThe Eid of the Beloved ones

The Abdulaziz bin Talal and Sora bint Saud Foundation for

Human Development - Ahyaha - was honored by the Riyadh City 

Municipality for its efforts in the “Eid Al-Ghaleen” initiative, which 

targeted the elderly beneficiaries of the Riyadh City Municipality.
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Ahyaha Foundation was honored at the Ektfa Association›s 

closing ceremony for its support of the association`s 

developmental programs. A plaque of appreciation was 

presented to the foundation`s Executive Director, Mrs. 

Mashael Alrashid.



  Ahyaha Eid GiftsAhyaha Eid Gifts

The Executive Management of King Saud Medical City presented 

a plaque of appreciation to the Ahyaha Foundation for its efforts 

in activating the “Eidyat Ahyaha” initiative at the hospital to 

bring joy and happiness to patients.
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Achievement and ResponsibilityAchievement and Responsibility  
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Achievement and ResponsibilityAchievement and Responsibility  

Outcome of the GovernanceOutcome of the Governance

AssessmentAssessment  

We are grateful and proud to announce that the Abdulaziz bin Talal and Sora bint Saud Foundation 

for Human Development - Ahyaha - has received a score of 99.33% in the evaluation of the National 

Center for Non-Profit Sector Development. This reflects our commitment to our institutional

 foundation, professional values, and vision, which promotes social inclusion and development under a 

flexible and advanced organizational umbrella.

As a board of trustees, executive team, and volunteers, we are all committed to moving forward with the 

same approach and even increasing our passion to offer more to society. We are proud to continue the 

noble national human message.

%99.33%99.33
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info@ahyaha.comwww.ahyaha.org0114800014@ahyahaf


